Exemplars offers Standards-Based Performance Assessment and Instruction material. We are dedicated to supporting educators as they strive to meet state and national standards.

Our products include the following:

- Problem Solving for the 21st Century: Built for the Common Core K–5, Online Library
- Problem Solving for the 21st Century: Built for the TEKS K–5, Online Library
- Problem Solving for the 21st Century, Online Library
- Scientific Inquiry for the 21st Century, K–8 Online Library
- Scientific Inquiry for the 21st Century: Built for the NGSS, K–8 Online Library
- Differentiated Best of Math Exemplars CDs 1-3 (K–8)
- Differentiated Middle School Math CD (6–8)
- Best of Secondary Math Exemplars CD-ROM (7–12)
- Differentiated Best of Math Exemplars CD 1: Spanish Supplement (K–8)
- Reading/Writing/Research Exemplars Subscription (5–8)
- Developing Writers Series (K–4)
- Exemplars Professional Development Workshops: Math, Science, Reading and Writing (K–12)
- Math Subscription, PreK–K

Sole Provider: Exemplars, Inc. is the sole publisher, manufacturer and distributor of the above products and services.

We are located at 271 Poker Hill Road, Underhill, VT 05489. Our phone number is (800) 450-4050 and fax number is (802) 899-4825. Our federal tax number is 03-0338811.

Please contact me with any questions that you may have.

Sincerely,

Megan Brewer Meadows
Chief Operating Officer